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A new
neighbourhood
to call home

McLennan is a new, community-focused
development now being built alongside
the open spaces and recreational parks
of Papakura and Takanini.
Meeting the demand for quality,
affordable housing in Auckland’s thriving
south east, McLennan will feature over
600 architecturally-designed homes,
expertly masterplanned to create a
thriving neighbourhood.

Variations in home size, design, type,
materials and colour will not only
cater for a wide mix of family sizes and
budgets, but create an architecturally
appealing environment.
Combining energy-efficient house
design with parks and pathways on
which to meet and chat with neighbours,
McLennan is a modern development
built on trusted, age-old values.

Our area:
a true
meeting
place
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HUNUA RANGES – 20KM AWAY

PAPAKURA TOWN CENTRE SHOPS, BARS, RESTAURANTS AND CAFÉS

McLennan is not just where Papakura meets
Takanini. Located within the Auckland
metropolitan boundary, but on the doorstep
of Clevedon and the Hunua Ranges,
McLennan is literally where town meets
country; where life meets leisure.
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BEACHES, CLEVEDON VILLAGE AND AUCKLAND BOTANICAL GARDENS – ALL WITHIN 30 MINS

CLEVEDON

TAKANINI

PAHUREHURE
INLET

PAPAKURA

HUNUA
RANGES
TAKANINI VILLAGE FOOD AND SHOPPING

BRUCE PULMAN PARK AND PAPAKURA NORMAL SCHOOL

PAPAKURA TRAIN STATION – 56 MINS TO BRITOMART
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The development
A home is more than just the house you live in.
It’s the houses around you, the lanes, the streets,
the parks and the gardens. Collectively these
elements don’t just make great homes, but help
to build great neighbourhoods.

Homes at McLennan will be located
around beautifully landscaped laneways,
designed to reduce traffic flow and make
stepping outside your front door safer,
quieter and friendlier.
The addition of ‘pocket’ parks will not only
provide access to green space and safe play
areas for kids, but also enhance the walkways
that connect the wider neighbourhood.
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The homes
McLennan features a range of homes
designed to encourage the diversity in home
ownership that underpins safe, thriving
communities. Homes range from 2 to 5
bedrooms with a mix of standalone and
terrace houses, single and two stories.

all will share the same attention to detail and
quality – including double-glazed windows
and full insulation to enhance energy
efficiency – design uniformity is avoided
by the sheer variety in materials, colour
palettes, size, form and landscaping.

All homes at McLennan will feature either
north or north-west facing outdoor spaces to
make the most of natural light and heat. While

With this range of sizes, floor plans and
designs, there is sure to be a home at
McLennan for you and your family.

4 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms | stand alone

McLennan homes
All the homes have been architecturally
designed using the skills of 5 of the
country's leading architectural firms. The
second stage of the McLennan development
has commenced. This stage offers a mix of
properties ranging from 2 to 5 bedrooms.

Different architects have been used to
ensure that not only do the homes fit into
overall McLennan environment, but also
that the homes have different looks and
styles to avoid that feeling of a “cookie
cutter” development – where all the
homes look the same.

4 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms | stand alone

2 bedrooms | 1 bathroom | terraced
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2 bedrooms | 1 bathroom | terraced

4 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms | stand alone
5 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms | stand alone

Project partners
CONSULTANTS

SALES AGENT

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
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About the
development

Build partners

The infrastructure and master plan for McLennan has been
provided by Housing New Zealand, with the support of
Development Advisory Services and Studio Pacific Architecture.
The sustainable, community-driven masterplan is strengthened
by a number of covenants designed to ensure quality and
consistency across the site, as well as prevent land banking
and speculation. One such covenant is the requirement for
the new homes to be owner-occupied* rather than bought
for investment purposes.
With homes being developed in stages over several years
by selected build partners, purchasers can buy directly from
their preferred builder, in a specific part of the development
or at a particular time.
*The initial sale and purchase agreement stipulates that the purchaser must
reside in the property for at least 12 months. A 36 month term applies to
homes purchased through the First Home programme.

StarboardHomes
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www.mclennan.co.nz
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